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The problem of estimating k(.u, y) in the parabolic equation 
on the basis of noisy measurements of u at discrete locations is considered subject 
to direct measurements of k at other discrete locations. Necessary conditions for
optimahty are derived based on a regularization formulation, and the com- 
putational implementation is carried out via a finite element representation of k. 
I 1988 Academx Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem of estimating the spatially-dependent 
parameter Qx, y) in the parabolic equation 
on the basis of noisy measurements of the state u(x, y, t) at N, discrete 
locations, (xiy,), i= 1, 2, . . N,. Problems ofthis nature arise inidentify- 
ing underground aquifers [3,17, 2tS-221, petroleum reservoirs [ 11,12, 203, 
heat conduction media [S], and dispersion in rivers [23]. 
There has been much recent interest in the above identification problem, 
which is known to be ill-posed. Approaches to the problem have included 
finite-dimensional approximation [ 1,2, 9, 111 and regularization [8, 9, 
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241. Most of the approaches, whether employing regularization or n t, 
have utilized a finite-dimensional approximation of the parameter k(.u, .v), 
as well as possibly of the state u(x, y, t). Typically spline approximations 
have been used [ 1,2,9]. 
Usually one proceeds toestimate k(.q ~1) without any explicit infor- 
mation on it other than some rather general conditions about its 
smoothness properties or, perhaps, upper and lower limits onits numerical 
value. Insome applications, one actually hasdirect measurements of k at 
certain locations, a d in estimating the ntire k(s, ~1) surface it is necessary 
to constrain thevalues of k at such locations to the available measured 
values. Thus, the principal goal of the present paper is to extend the 
regularization identification method eveloped previously to incorporate 
pointwise constraints o  the estimated k(s, y) surface. In doing so, it is 
advantageous to use a finite element representation of k(x,v), and we also 
introduce that aspect tothe identification problem. 
The paper consists oftwo essential p rts. First, we develop the 
appropriate necessary conditions foroptimality andan associated com- 
putational minimization algorithm. Second, we present the results ofa 
computational example of estimating thepermeability d stribution in a 
petroleum reservoir subject toseveral direct measurements of the per- 
meability n the reservoir. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
We consider the following second-order, linear, parabolic system 
a,24 - f ai(u,(.K, t) 8ju) +a(x, ?) 24 =f(x, f), (x, t)EE=Qx(O, T) 
‘., = I 
(2.1) 
~“ulz=w, f), z=aQx(o, T) (2.2 1
4,=0=%(-~), XEO, (2.3 1
where 
d,.u = f a&, 1) a,u cos(n, Xi). 
i,j = I 
If the following assumptions, HlLH4, are valid: 
(2.4) 
(HI) \‘151*< f ai;5ir,Qp lil’, t/t Ew, 
r.,= 1 
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,U and v are positive and,u >v; 
WI II %f /lp,? 6 P (~2mrn/2), 
where 
(H3) II 11/ IIr.l.-r 6 P (ram) 
uo E Co,;.(Q) (O<y< l), 
where C,,.C(n) is a Holder function space with exponent y and 
(H4) 
Sz c !JI* is a bounded open set with piecewise smooth boundary XI; then 
by Ladyzenskaja et l. [lo] there xists a unique solution UEV to 
(2.1 )-(2.3 ). where 
v= L2[0, r; H’(Q)]. (2.5) 
We assume that 
q = Ca,,(s, f)..*1 Umm(.Y, t)l
is a parameter that varies inthe admissible set
(2.6) 
Qad = Q::’ n QE,', (2.7) 
where 
Q;;‘= {qEQ;q(f,, .)=qi(.), i=l,} (2.9) 
Q = [ C(@lm’ (2.10) 
and where .?;E a (i= 1, N) are measurement locations, and qt( .) are 
m*-dimensional vector-value functions. 
If&f, $2 UOY and C2 are fixed and q varies inQad, then we can obtain a 
solution u of (2.1)-(2.3) corresponding to q, which we denote as u = u(q) =
u(x, t; q) to explicitly showthe dependence of uon q. 
The parameter identification problem associated with (2.1 t(2.3) is to 
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estimate theparameter q = (all, . .  umm) on the basis of noisy observations 
of the data uat a discrete number of locations, 
cp,(f) = e;, 1) +Vi(f), i= 1, N,, (2.11) 
where vi(t) are measurement noise and x,, which may be the same as or 
different from Zi, are measurement locations. 
In order to estimate q E Qa,, we minimize the cost functional 
J(q) = 2 5’ I u(x;, t; q) - cp,(t)l’ dt Qq E Qad. (2.12) 
,=, 0 
3. FIRST ORDER NECESSARY CONDITION FOR IDENTIFICATION 
To begin with, we state he main result asfollows: 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that assumptions HlLH4 are valid and that he 
functional J(q) reaches its minimum over Qad. Then the maximum principle 
holds, where 
q” = (a?, 3 . . aO,,,), 
u” = u(q’) is determined by (2.1)-(2.3), 
and v is the adjoint s ute and is defined by the following boundary-value 
problem of the adjoint parabolic system: 
-a,v- f d,(f2;aiu)+atl 
r.,= 1 
= ,g, cut-x,, t; qO)- vi(t)1 6f.u - -‘c,), (x, t) EE (3.2) 
d,,vl,=O, (3.3) 
4,=7=0, XEQ. (3.4) 
To prove Theorem 3.1, we can use the Duboviskii-Miljutin emma [6]. 
Therefore, w  consider a general extreme problem, that is, to minimize a 
cost functional 
F,(Z) (3.5) 
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with inequality constraints 
ZeD, (j=1,) (3.6) 
and an equality constraint 
ZED,,+,, (3.7) 
where D, is a convex set in D, D is a locally convex topological sp ce. 
From Girsanov [7] we quote the fqllowing: 
LEMMA 3.0 (Duboviskii and Miljutin). Suppose that F,(Z) is a regular 
descent ,functional at Z,,its descent direction cone is K,, the inequality con-
straints D, (j =G) are regular tZ, and their admissible direction co es 
are K, (j =G), and that he quality constraint D, + ,is regular atZ0 and 
its tangential d rection cone is K,,, 1. Besides, suppose the functional F,(Z) 
reaches its minimum at Z, on nrt,l Di. 
Then there are ul, EKf, i= 0, n + 1, Ki are the dual cones of K, such that 
ul,, y,, . . y,+,. which are not all simultaneous1.v equal tozero and which 
satisfy theEuler-Lagrange equation 
,1 + 1 
1 Yi=o. 
i=O 
With respect to he admissible direction c e, the descent direction c e, 
the tangential direction c e, and the dual cone, we refer the reader to 
Girsanov [7] or Zeidler [25]. 
From now on we suppose 
Z = (u, q), D = Vx Q, V= L’(O, T; N’(S2)), Q = [C@)]“‘, D* = 
V* x Q*; and D*, V*, and Q* are the dual space of D, V, and Q, 
respectively. 
D, is the set of Z satisfying (2.8) and D, is the set of Z satisfying 
(2.1)-(2.3) and (2.9). Let 
S=D,nD, (3.8) 
and let he functional 
F,(Z) = 2 [’ (u(x,, t)-cpi(t)l’ dt. 
t=I 0 
(3.9) 
Therefore, theproblem of minimizing the cost functional J(q) is 
equivalent to minimizing thefunctional 
(P): Fo( Z) -+ min, VZES. (3.10) 
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LEMMA 3.1. If assumptions Hl-H4 hold, then the functional F,(Z) is 
FrPchet differentiable, its Frechet differential is determined b? 
F;(Z) h = 2 2 1’ [u(x;, t) - cp( t)] ti(x;, t)dt, 
I=1 O 
Vh=(ti,q)ED, 
(3.11) 
and the functional F,(Z) is a regular descent at Z, = (MO, q’), its descent 
direction c e K, at Z,, ts 
K,= {hED; F;(Z,)h<O), (3.12) 
and the dual cone of K0 is 
K;,={-AoF~(Zo);O~~,< +co}. 
(The proof of Lemma 3.1 is omitted here.) 
(3.13) 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that hypotheses Hl-H4 hold and that Z, = 
(u’, q”) ED = V x Qgi). Then D is regular tZ, and the dual cone of d at 
Z, is 
KI=:(o,fi)~D*;f~(q-q’)~O,\y’q~Qgld)}. (3.14) 
(Proof omitted.) 
Next, we introduce an operator 
P:D+F 
P(Z) ={L(q) u-f, L,(q) u -$3 L,u -uo, L,q -qo), (3.15) 
where 
90 = (41(. 1,..1 q&4. )). 
L(q)u=Z,u- f di(a@,u)+au, 
i./= I 
L,(q) u= f a,,aju cos(n, xi)lc, 
r.i= 1 
L,u=uI,,o, L,q = (YP, 2 1, .  .  q(?.N, . )), 
F= L'(E) xH"'(df2) x H'(Q) x [C(O, T)]". 
For the definition of H”‘(dSZ) we refer the reader to Lions and 
Magenes [151. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose assumptions Hl-H4 hold. Then the operator P(Z) 
is Frechet d fferentiahle with respect toZ= (u, q) and Vh = (ri, 4)ED the 
Frechet differential of P(Z) at Z E b is determined hi 
P’(Z) h = L(q) ri - f di(d,&d), L,(q) ti 
i ,.,= 1 
If! 
+ C bi,a,u COS(n, Xj)lz, LIZi, L/q , (3.16) 
r.,= I 
i.e., 
P’(Z)E L(D, F) (3.17) 
and the tangential d rection cone K, to D, at Z E b is 
K, = {h E D; P’(Z) h= O}; (3.18) 
i.e.. Vq EQ satisfying the conditions 
4(-f,, .)=O, 7, Vi=1 N (3.19) 
ti s the solution t  the second boundary-value problem ofthe following linear 
parabolic equations: 
i?,ti- fJiiJa,,a,ti) + au = g a,(ci,a,g, 
,,,= 1 i,j=l 
a,ti/,=o 
ti(,,,=O 
(3.20) 
Proojf: Equations (3.16) and (3.17) are evident. Using the results of 
Lions and Magenes [15], we can prove that he mapping P’(Z) is 
surjective; . ., ‘J?v = (f, Ic/, cp. qO) EF we can find h= (ti, 4)ED such that 
P’(Z) h= J’. 
And then using the Ljusternik theorem [14, 253, we can prove (3.18). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose assumptions Hl-H4 hold. Then the dual cone of 
K2 is 
K;= {f= (f,,f*)E D*;f,e V*,fz= -[u'(q)]* f,)+ ((O,cc);cl~fl~~'}, 
(3.21) 
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where [u’(q)]* is a dual operator fu’(q) and u’(q) 4 = ti is determined 
by (3.20). 
Proof First, we denote the tangential direction c e K, as 
K,=L,nL,, 
where 
L, = ((4 j)ER L(q) ic- f cY,(@,u)=O, 
I,,= I 
Lb(Q) + f irgaiu cos(n, Xi)lE = 0, (3.22) 
r.i= 1 
L,ri=O} 
and 
L*= ((ti,g)ED;Lfq=o}. 
Obviously, we have K; = L; + L;, 
L; = {Vi J*) E D*;f, E v*Ji = - Cu’(q)l*f* 1, 
and 
L; = {(Q, 01); c(E!RNmL 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If Z, = (u”, q”)[uo = u(q’)] minimizes problem 
(P), by Lemma 3.0 there xist Yip K: (i= 0, 1, 2), which are not all 
simultaneously equal to zero and which satisfy the Euler-Lagrange 
equation: 
Vi$j Ki=S. (3.23) 
i=o 
By Lemma 3.1 there is a i. z 0 such that 
Y,(i) = - %,Fb( Zo)(i,, (3.24) 
by Lemma 3.2 we have 
m-a =(u)(a =f2(4), 
fi is a support functional of Qhf’ at q”, 
(3.25) 
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and by Lemma 3.4 we have 
Y&2) = Y;(i) + Y;(i), 
where 
(3.26) 
Y;=(f,,fi)ED*, f,EV* and fi = - lYu’!Y)l*f,; 
therefore, we get 
Y;(i) =0 (3.27) 
and 
Y;(i) = f r,gx,, ’ ). (3.28) 
,=I 
Finally, take 2= (4 4) E 3. Hence, we have 
thereby, 
Lj(Si, .) =0. i=l N 7; (3.29) 
Y’s(i) = 0, ViE&T (3.30) 
Since i E 3, by Lemma 3.3 we have ti =u’(q) cj. 
If we take 4= (q-q’) E Q and q E QbL’, then by (3.25) wehave 
w-3 =f24) =f*(q -qO) 30, t/q EQ!$. (3.31) 
Substituting he right-hand si es of (3.24), (3.26), (3.27), and(3.30) for 
the corresponding terms in (3.23) and considering (3.31), we have 
0 < Y,(i) =&Fb(Z,)(i), ViES. (3.32) 
We have A0 ~0, otherwise by (3.24) and (3.32) we have Y,, =0 and 
Y1 = 0; besides, by (3.26), (3.27), and(3.20) Y’, =0, but by Lemma 3.0 this 
is impossible. 
Therefore. we have 
Klea(a 3 0, V2ES (3.33) 
We use the adjoint s ate u defined by(3.2)-(3.4) to simplify (3.33). By 
Lemma 3.1 we have 
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=- 
jl 
a,u+ f a,(a;.a,u)-aU ti(x, t) dxdt E r.j= I 1 
= Ii a,ti- f a,(@,ti)+aa 1 ud.xdt E r,i= I m = s c ii&a,u”) vd-x dt E 1,,= I 
m 
=- 
I c 
ci~a,uoaiv ds dt. 
E. I,,= I 
(3.34) 
Considering bU = a, - a”, , we have 
I ;, jE avaiuoS,v d.u dt 
. 
dj agajuoa,v dx dt, vq=(a,,,...,~,,)EQ~~, 
i.,=l E 
which is just (3.1). Q.E.D. 
4. REGULARIZATION 
It is well known that problem (P) is ill-posed given only the data 
(cpr( .), .. qNO( .)). Following Lee et al. [ll], Kravaris and Seinfeld [9], 
and Yu and Seinfeld [24], we use Tikhonov regularization to s lve the 
ill-posed problem. 
For simplicity fromnow on we suppose 
W) 
q does not depend on t and 
qE Q = [c(Q)]m2 n [H’(a)]“‘. 
Corresponding to H5 we have 
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Now we introduce th stabilizing functional 
Js,, /?(q) = PO II 4 II tQ2, + BI II vq II&2)3 
where 
(4.2) 
lIqll~~cn,= 2 lI~,IIt%?,~ 
i,j=l 
and 
Instead ofJ(q), we will minimize the smoothing functional 
Jsm, /Aq) = J(q) +Jst. B(q). (4.3) 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose assumptions Hl-H5 are valid and that the 
smoothing functional J,,.a(q) reaches its minimum over Qad at q”E Qad. 
Then the maximum principle, 
sup E, aliajuodiv x dt - Do f [ a&d-x 
i.l=l l2 
-8, f j Va,.Vai.dx 
l,j=l R 
is valid, where u” = u(q”) and v are determined by (2.1)-(2.3) and (3.2)-(3.4), 
respectively. 
In an approach similar to that of Yu and Seinfeld [24], we can obtain 
the following results, heproofs ofwhich are omitted here. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose assumptions Hl-H5 hold.- Then there xists an 
optimal parameter qaE Qad minimizing the smoothing functional (4.3). 
THEOREM 4.3. If assumptions H l-H5 are valid and an optimal parameter 
409 136.2.I? 
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qa E Qad minimizing (4.3) is unique, then the optimal parameter qadepends 
continuously on the measured data (cpl( .), .. pNn( .)). 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose assumptions HI-H5 hold and that the set of 
optimal parameters tothe extreme problem (2.12), 
is not empty, where J(q) is defined by(2.12). Then from the set 
s,= h?eLi; Jm.fi(qp) =,I-& Jsm,,dd~ 
a 
(4.6) 
we can select a subsequence { qp} such that 
as /? + 0 and 
9P Lq in Q 
J(4) = ,F;, J(q). a 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
5. COMPUTATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION VIA FINITE LEMENTS 
Let us consider the problem of identifying the permeability d stribution 
in a two-dimensional, single-phase (e.g., oil) petroleum reservoir (Fig. 1). 
Such a system is described by its pressure which is governed by the 
particular form of (2.1)-( 2.3), 
0p a,p=v. 
( ) 
2VP + ; fW#6(x-x,.)6(y-y,.), 
W’ = 1 
(x, Y,t) E Q x (0, T) 
anph=o, z=ak(o, T) 
uI,=O=Po(x>Y), (X,Y)EQ> 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where p is pressure. The physical data c, 4, .D, and p,, are listed in Table I. 
f,,, is the rate of withdrawal (or injection) of fluid at the N, wells; in
addition, noisy measurements of pressure are available, thatis, we know 
the measurements 
v,(t) =p(x,, Y,, t) + nr(t), tE (0, T), (x,, Y,) EQ, r = 1, No. (5.4) 
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30000 
FIG. 1. Reservoir computational grid. Points marked “0” are observation wells, and that 
marked “P” is the production well. All dimensions are in meters. 
TABLE I 
Data of Computational Example 
Spatial domain, .Q = (0. L,) x (0, L, ) 
L,xL, 
Total time, T
Time between measurements. dr 
Grid for numerical 
solution fPDE. N, x N, 
Grid spacing, dxx d> 
Compressibility, c 
Porosity, 4 
Initial pressure, p0 
Number of observation 
loctions. No 
Observation ioctions 
k 1 2 
.xk. m 6000 15ooo 
.r/,*rn 4000 4000 
Fluid production rate.f 
Number of production well, N, 
Location of production well, (.xr. J,) 
Viscosity of fluid, p 
True value of permeability, k,, 
30,000 x 20,000 m2 
360 days 
10 days = 8.64 x loss 
10x5 
3,000 x4,000 m’ 
1.2x lO-‘O Paa’ 
0.2 - 0.05 sin -Z- sin -
2X) 
30,000 20,000 
1.52 x 10’ Pa 
5 
3 4 5 
6000 15000 24000 
16000 16000 16OOtI 
5.376x 10~3S(x-.~,)6(~-~p)mZ/s 
1 
(24000,6ooO) m 
2x10m3Pas 
7r.Y 
0.3 - 0.1 sin 30,000 -sin&darcy 
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The problem we address i to estimate the permeability k(x,) on the 
basis of the measurements (5.4). Moreover, weassume that we know the 
values ofk(x, y) at (.x,, .r,) (r= 1, N,): 
Wx,, .vr) = k, (r =l,). (5.5) 
Besides, we assume that we know that he permeability k varies over the 
range 
kEQ,d=:kEQ;vdk(x,y)~ll,V(-Y,~)E.R}, 
where Q = C(0) nH’(Q). 
(5.6) 
Therefore, our problem is to estimate k from Qad such that (5.1)-(5.6) all 
hold simultaneously. 
In [9, 11,241 spline functions were used to approximate th unknown 
parameter. We now introduce the use of finite element models to 
approximate th parameter to be estimated. 
5.1. Finite Element Representation 
Sz is a rectangle in our example, sowe consider rectangular elements. 
First. wedefine the elements ( ets) of0 = 52 u X2, 
(e) =
where 
N, = crt, 
e=(j-l)r+i, (5.8) 
r=N,-1, o=N.-1 
h, = -L/G h.,. = L.,.la 
x, = (r- 1) h,, r=l,N, (5.9) 
y.s=(s-1)h.v s= 1, N.,.. 
Obviously, we have a = (JF; I(e) and the vertices of the element (e) are 
(x,, pi), (Xi+ 1, Y,), (Xi, .Vj+ I), and (x,+ 1, yj+ 1) where xi, y/y etc., are defined 
by (5.9) and 
j= [e/T] + 1 
i=e- [e/s] T, 
where [x] = the integral p rt of a real X. 
(5.10) 
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We consider a function on 0, 
where i, j, and e are connected by (5.8) or(5.10) and 
1 
; t-u,,, --XL XE cx,, x +,1 
/,7(x)= le 
0, otherwise. 
I 
; (x-xi), x E Cxi, -yi+ 11 
I;(x) = .y 
0, otherwise 
otherwise. 
otherwise. 
(5.11) 
Then the function P” has the properties 
W) 
where (e) is defined by(5.7); 
WI y’%,, Y,) =$b,, Y.sL r=i,i+l,s=j,j+l. 
If we define a function Y(x, y) on Sz as 
w-u, y) = YYX, y), V(x,y)E(e),e=l,N,, 
then we have 
(P3) YE C(B) A Wk(Q), 
(5.12) 
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If we introduce th functions 
XE Lx,-,,x,l 
-?cE -\-i, -y,+,l (i= 2, N.,- 1) 
otherwise 
YE CLId,1 
YE I,;* Yj+ 11 (j=2, N,.- 1) 
otherwise 
(5.13) 
then by arranging (5.12) wehave the following representation: 
Y(X, y)= 2 2 I(/Cxi, Yj)Li(eu) Lj(Y). (5.14) 
;= * j= 1 
(P4) Suppose II/ E C’(a) nH2(L?), then the function 
Y(x, y) = Y/“‘(X, y ) V(x,y)~(e), e= 1, N,, (5.12) 
approximates $ inC(0) n H’(Q) as h = max(h,, A .) 3 0. 
Properties Pl-P3 are obvious, and Property P4is from Oden et al. [191. 
5.2. Gradient Method with Regularization 
From now on we suppose 
Q = jk(.lc, v);k is defined by (5.12) or(5.14)). (5.15) 
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Therefore, to estimate k in Qad satisfying (5.1)-(5.6) simultaneously i  
equivalent to minimizing J(q) defined by (2.12) with the constraints 
k E Qad =Qlf’ n Q::‘, which are defined by(2.7)-(2.9), respectively. 
To minimize (2.12) weuse a gradient method with regularization. By 
Theorem 4.1 we have that k, minimizing (2.12) should satisfy the 
variational i equality 
- I (k-k,)(d,p”a,~l;+dlpoa,,~)d~d.~.~~+~o~ (k-k,)k,dxdy 
E a 
+/II j [a,(k - k,) &kc, + a,,(k - k,) 8,.k,] dxdy 2 0, V’kE Qadr 
R 
(5.16) 
where pO=p(k,) is determined by (5.1)-(5.3) and u is determined by the 
following: 
-c@,v-v. 
(x, t) EB x (0, T) = E 
a,oi,=o, C=aQx(o, T) 
4,=7.=0, XESZ. (5.17) 
We suppose 
(5.18) 
and 
Nr N, 
k-ko(x, Y)= C C bk(xt, Yj) LAXI Lj(Y), 
,=I,=1 
(5.19) 
and k, and k - k, also have the representations as (5.12); thus, by (5.16) 
we have 
N, N. 
x 2 f Wx,, Y,) L(x) k(y) dx dl, 
r==l s=l 
+bo c j (k-ko)kodxdy 
e= 1 (@) 
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where G, are the gradient direction numbers. 
And then we can obtain the gradient direction as 
g,,=G,/llGIl~ - - vi= 1, N,, vj= 1, N,., 
where 
IIGlI= 
Thus, we have the iteration formula, 
lP+ “(Xi, yj)= k(“)(Xi, yj)- pg,, 
where the step length p is selected as outlined by Cta [4]. 
(5.22) 
5.3. Computational Results 
In our computational ex mple we use a locally one-dimensional method 
[18] to solve (5.1)-(5.3) and the adjoint equation (5.17), andwe use the 
projected conjugate gradient method to deal with constraints (5.5) and 
TABLE II 
Convergence of the Estimates for Different Values of the Regularization Parameter” 
Iteration JSM 
number JLS p, = 102 p, = lo5 p, = lo6 
0 1955.429 1955.429 1955.429 1955.429 
1 93.78387 93.78541 95.31967 109.1418 
2 58.76729 58.77044 61.90919 90.18623 
3 52.23162 52.23507 55.68802 86.79565 
4 50.73573 50.73923 54.23288 85.70725 
5 50.38079 50.38429 53.88835 85.45644 
6 50.29342 50.29693 53.80360 85.39528 
7 50.27164 50.27515 53.78248 85.38006 
8 50.26624 50.26975 53.77724 85.37630 
9 50.26496 50.26847 53.77600 85.37536 
10 50.26461 50.26812 53.77566 85.37505 
11 50.26461 50.26812 53.77566 85.37505 
u DO = 0, initial guess of k = 0.3; convergence riterion 1 J&+ ‘1 -Jr& ( < IO- 5. 
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TABLE III 
Convergence ofthe Estimates for /J, = 10’” 
Iteration number J LS JSM 
0 1955.429 1955.429 
I 123.3142 211.2224 
2 113.2781 215.7988 
3 113.2605 215.8010 
4 113.2555 215.8009 
5 113.2540 215.8005 
6 113.2536 215.8004 
7 113.2536 215.8004 
N b0 = 0. initial guess of k = 0.3; convergence riterion (Jpd ‘1 -J&, 1 < 10m5. 
p, = lo* 
3.51 x 10-X 
TABLE IV 
Values of /( Vk /I zat Convergence 
p, = 105 
1.511 x IO-5 
p, = 10’ 
1.025 x 10ms 
TABLE V 
Convergence ofthe Estimates for Initial Guess of k = 0.25” 
Iteration number J LS JSM 
0 1531.523 1531.523 
1 50.72042 50.72229 
2 50.70894 50.71081 
3 50.70131 50.70318 
4 50.69730 50.69917 
5 50.69516 50.69705 
6 50.69426 50.69613 
7 50.69380 50.69567 
8 50.69347 50.69534 
9 50.69334 50.69521 
10 50.69334 50.69521 
a /I,, = 0; p, = 10’; convergence riterion 1 J&f I) - Jgh I< 10m5. 
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6 12 16 20 
y,km 
FIG. 2. Permeability profiles atx = 15,000 m. The points at y = 4000 
where direct measurements ofk are made. 
and 16,000m are 
(5.6), which are convergent [25]. The measurement noise is taken to be 
white noise with zero mean and standard deviation 0.3atm. 
The computational results are summarized in Tables II-V and Figs. 2-7. 
Table II shows the converence of the estimated k(x, y) surface for three 
different values of the regularization parameter pl. A conjugate gradient 
method [25] was employed for numerical minimization. In all three cases 
the course of the iteration wassuch that 11 iterations were required to
convergence andthe values ofJ,s during the iteration were identical. The 
JSM value increases as fi, increases dueto the increased w ight applied to
the stabilizing functional term. Table III is identical to Table II except that 
with b, = lo’, the J,, values changed. Only 7 iterations wererequired to 
convergence, and the final values of JLs and JSM are 113 and 215, respec- 
tively. 
It is interesting o compare the magnitudes of the stabilizing functional 
at convergence as a function of the value of /I, (Table IV). As expected, as 
1 I 
0.4 - 
0 
.2 
e 
2 0.3 
B 
INITIAL GUESS 
8 
g 0.2 - 
0.1 1 I , I 
0 6 12 16 24 30 
x.km 
FIG. 3. Permeability profiles at y = 6000 m. The points at x = 6000, 15,000, and 24,000 m
are where direct measurements ofk are made. 8, = 102. 
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r I , 
0.4 - 
Lo 
P 
INITIAL GUESS 
z 
0.1 I 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
y,km 
FIG. 4. Permeability profiles atx= 15,OOOm. The points at ~=400O and 16,ooO m are 
where direct measurements ofk are made. 8, = lo*. 
0.1 - 1 
0 6 12 18 24 30 
x,km 
FIG. 5. Permeability profiles at J= 6000 m. The points at Y = 6000, 15,000, and 24,ooO m
where direct measurements ofk are made. fi, = I02. 
0.1 1 I 
0 4 8 12 16 20 
y.km 
FIG. 6. Permeability proiiles atx= 15,OOOm. The points at ~=4000 and I6,OOOm are 
where direct measurements ofk are made. pi = 10’. 
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FIG. 7. Permeability profiles at .v = 6000 m. The points at Y = 6000, 15,000, and 24,000 m
where direct measurements ofk are made. b, = IO’. 
fll is increased, the stabilizing fu ctional, 11 Vk )/ 2, decreases, reflecting he 
increased w ight given to the solution smoothness. Finally, Table V shows 
the effect ofthe initial guess of k on the course of the iterations. The 
converged value of J,s is very close to that for an initial guess of k equal to 
0.30. 
Figures 2-7 show estimated k(s, .Y) profiles along certain cross-sections 
through t e reservoir. F gure 2 shows the converged estimated k( 15000, y)
for the case of fli = lo’, and Fig. 3shows k(x, 16000) for the same case. 
Note in both figures the points at which k is specified. Figures 4 and 5 
show the same profiles foran initial guess of k equal to 0.25 rather than 
0.3. Finally, Figs. 6 and 7 give the stimated profiles for/?, = 10’. This latter 
case xhibits somewhat greater smoothness, a  evidenced byTable IV, 
although t e cosntraint of making k equal to its apriori measured values 
must always be satisfied. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have considered the problem of identifying a spatially-varying 
parameter in the two-dimensional parabolic heat or diffusion equation 
the basis of discrete measurements of the state and subject toequality 
constraints o  he stimated parameter that arise from direct measurements 
of the parameter atcertain discrete locations. Necessary conditions for
optimality based on a regularization formulation of the problem have been 
derived, anda computational algorithm based on a finite element represen- 
tation fthe unknown parameter was developed. Implementation of the 
algorithm on the problem of estimating thepermeability d stribution in 
a petroleum reservoir illustrated its convergence properties and the effect 
of different degrees of regularization on the estimated permeability 
distributions. 
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